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Black Market Pill Manufacturing Operation Dismantled in Bronx
Apartment Building: Superintendent among Three Charged
Sales of Thousands of Counterfeit Oxycodone Pills Containing Heroin and Fentanyl; Ecstasy
Containing Methamphetamine
Bridget G. Brennan, New York City’s Special Narcotics Prosecutor, James J. Hunt, Special
Agent in Charge of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) New York Division, New
York City Police Commissioner James P. O’Neill, New York State Police Superintendent George
P. Beach II, Angel M. Melendez, Special Agent in Charge of U.S. Immigration Customs
Enforcement, Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) New York, Frank Russo, Acting Director,
Field Operations in New York, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and Bronx District
Attorney Darcel D. Clark announced today the indictment and arrest of three individuals in
connection with an alleged conspiracy to produce and distribute black market pills containing
heroin, fentanyl and methamphetamine in the Bronx.
As a result of a long-term investigation by the Office of the Special Narcotics Prosecutor and the
DEA’s New York Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Strike Force, Group Z-42, AGUSTIN
VASQUEZ CHAVEZ and YEFRI HERNANDEZ-OZORIA face charges of Conspiracy in the
Second Degree and Criminal Sale of a Controlled Substance in the First and Second Degrees.
ROBERTO CASTILLO is charged with Conspiracy in the Second Degree and Criminal
Possession of a Controlled Substance in the First, Second and Third Degrees. As
superintendent of a residential five-story building, CASTILLO allegedly provided access to a
vacant studio apartment and adjacent boiler room for pill manufacturing and packaging.
Arraignments are scheduled for today in Manhattan Supreme Court, Part 22, 111 Centre Street,
9th floor.
The New York Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Strike Force is comprised of agents and
officers of the DEA, the New York City Police Department, Immigration and Customs
Enforcement – Homeland Security Investigations (HSI), the New York State Police, the U.S.

Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation Division, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives (ATF), U.S. Secret Service, the U.S. Marshals Service, New York
National Guard, the Clarkstown Police Department, U.S. Coast Guard, Port Washington Police
Department and New York State Department of Corrections and Community Supervision. The
Strike Force is partially funded by the New York/New Jersey High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area
(HIDTA), which is a federally supported crime fighting initiative and part of the Organized Crime
Drug Enforcement Task Force program. The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), New
York Field Operations, assisted in the investigation.
At the outset of the investigation, agents and officers identified HERNANDEZ-OZORIA and
VASQUEZ CHAVEZ as suspected members of a large-scale black market pill distribution ring.
On July 31, 2018, an undercover officer met the pair in the vicinity of 201st Street and Grand
Concourse in the Bronx in order to conduct a narcotics-related transaction. HERNANDEZOZORIA allegedly provided the undercover officer with a bag containing over 860 pills of
purported oxycodone, a prescription opioid medication, and another 50 pills of purported
ecstasy. In exchange, the undercover officer provided HERNANDEZ-OZORIA with $5,000 cash.
Subsequent analysis by a DEA laboratory confirmed that over 860 pills resembling oxycodone
were counterfeit and contained a dangerous mixture of heroin and fentanyl, while the 50
purported ecstasy pills contained pure methamphetamine, more addictive than MDMA.
On September 11, 2018, HERNANDEZ-OZORIA and VASQUEZ CHAVEZ again met with the
undercover officer in the vicinity of East 164th Street and River Avenue in the Bronx for the
purpose of selling 3,000 purported oxycodone pills in exchange for $20,000. Agents and officers
arrested the two defendants during the narcotics transaction and seized approximately 3,000
purported oxycodone pills consistent in appearance with those sold on July 31, 2018. The pills
were contained in a vacuum sealed bag. Results of DEA laboratory analysis are pending.
Following the arrests, agents and officers learned that HERNANDEZ-OZORIA and VASQUEZ
CHAVEZ had conspired with others to manufacture the black market pills using a pill press
machine housed in the boiler room area of 2314 Morris Avenue, where CASTILLO worked as
the superintendent and allegedly maintained control over the boiler room, which could only be
accessed by passing through the vacant studio apartment.
Later on September 11, 2018, agents and officers contacted the management company that
oversaw 2314 Morris Avenue, which contains more than three-dozen apartments, and obtained
permission to conduct a search of the boiler room and adjacent vacant studio apartment. The
area was accessed from an interior courtyard through a locked door. A review of security
footage from the interior courtyard showed CASTILLO entering and exiting the boiler room area
with an unapprehended co-conspirator. CASTILLO, who also resided in the building, was
arrested at the time of the search.
The search revealed a pill manufacturing operation, complete with pill press machine, pill press
imprints designed to create oxycodone marking soaking in liquid, multiple surgical masks and a
vacuum sealer, inside a bathroom. In the adjoining living room area, a refrigerator held food
storage containers filled with substances in assorted colors. The refrigerator also contained drug
paraphernalia, including cutting agents, grinders and containers.
A suitcase recovered in the living room contained various substances in powder and crystal form
and thousands of pills. Laboratory analysis determined the powdered substance found in the
suitcase was approximately 420 grams of a heroin/fentanyl mixture and the crystallized
substance was nearly 180 grams of methamphetamine. Approximately 1,000 pills bore the
appearance of counterfeit oxycodone pills, identical to heroin/fentanyl pills sold to the
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undercover. DEA laboratory analysis is pending on these pills. Thousands more pills were dyed
in various colors. Laboratory analysis on a sampling of these colored pills determined they
contained methamphetamine. A headlamp and colorful dyes were also recovered from the
suitcase.
In order to remove the various unknown substances and drug manufacturing equipment from the
boiler room area, agents and officers donned personal protective equipment to prevent contact
with hazardous materials. Fentanyl, a synthetic opioid, is approximately 50 times more potent
than heroin and can be lethal when inhaled or ingested.
Special Narcotics Prosecutor Bridget G. Brennan commended her office’s Trial Division, DEA
New York Division, the New York State Police and all agencies associated with Strike Force
Group Z-42 for their work on the case. Ms. Brennan also thanked Bronx District Attorney Darcel
D. Clark.
Special Narcotics Prosecutor Bridget G. Brennan said, “Narcotics traffickers have long exploited
the nation’s high demand for pain pills, a powerful gateway to addiction. But this investigation
reveals an even more deviant scheme – an organization creating and distributing counterfeit pills
with highly potent and lethal compounds, manufactured in an apartment right next to the boiler
room.”
DEA Special Agent in Charge James J. Hunt stated, “A boiler room in the Bronx was used as an
opioid supplier’s secret den; equipped with a pill press capable of an unlimited supply of deadly
pills. The new threat facing public health and law enforcement is synthetic drugs because
dealers act as mad scientists, producing unregulated concoctions for street sales. DEA and our
law enforcement partners worked diligently to identify this drug ring and unplug its
operation.”
New York City Police Commissioner James P. O’Neill said, “By precisely targeting the
criminals who manufacture and peddle illegal narcotics on the streets of New York City, the
NYPD and our law enforcement partners are confronting head-on the scourge of opioid abuse
and fatal overdoses. I commend the professionals at the Office of the Special Narcotics
Prosecutor and the Bronx District Attorney’s Office, and all the investigators of the Strike Force
who helped ensure these arrests and indictments. Shutting down the supply of these deadly
drugs will always be a top priority for us, and will undoubtedly save even more New Yorkers’
lives.”
New York State Police Superintendent George P. Beach II said, “I commend the New York
Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Strike Force and our law enforcement partners at all
levels for their hard work in uncovering and dismantling this counterfeit prescription drug
operation. These arrests are another example of how dedicated police work and strong
collaboration among law enforcement officials are succeeding in keeping dangerous narcotics
from infiltrating our neighborhoods. Criminals who sell drugs, counterfeit or otherwise, are
putting our communities at risk and they will be punished to the fullest extent.”
“It is disturbing the lengths dealers will go to ensure their customers can get hooked on their
product, like alleged here, where counterfeit oxycodone was made up of heroin and fentanyl,”
said Angel M. Melendez, Special Agent in Charge of HSI New York. “The need for
partnerships continues to be paramount as we look to disrupt and dismantle those criminals
seeking to destroy lives to make a profit.”
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“This case serves as a great example of collaborative law enforcement efforts to combat
international narcotics trafficking conspirators. U.S. Customs and Border Protection thanks our
partners at HSI, DEA and the NYPD for their continued cooperation,” said Frank Russo, Acting
Director, CBP Field Operations in New York.
Indictment

Charges

Agustin Vasquez Chavez
Bronx, NY
6/27/1967
Yefri Hernandez-Ozoria
Bronx, NY
8/13/1987
Roberto Castillo
Bronx, NY
11/1/1983

Conspiracy 2nd – 1 ct
CSCS 1st – 1 ct
CSCS 2nd – 1 ct
Conspiracy 2nd – 1 ct
CSCS 1st – 1 ct
CSCS 2nd – 1 ct
Conspiracy 2nd – 1 ct
CPCS 1st – 1 ct
CPCS 2nd – 1 ct
CPCS 3rd – 1 ct

The charges and allegations are merely accusations and the defendants are presumed innocent until
proven guilty.
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